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Rapid7 for Managed Security 
Service Providers

Scale from a single platform 

With the Rapid7 platform for managed security services providers (MSSPs), you 
can efficiently secure one customer or one thousand – all from one platform. 
Make it easy for SOC leads to assign analyst permissions to any number of your 
customers while simultaneously keeping their data separate and secure.     

Manage services with greater efficiency

A frictionless onboarding process helps you deliver fast, self-service deployment 
options for your customers. Gain even more operational efficiencies with a single 
view of multi-tenant investigation data that helps you drive optimal outcomes and 
achieve faster time-to-value. Plus, quickly expand offerings to include critical security 
services like detection and response (XDR/SIEM/MDR), vulnerability management, 
cloud security, threat intelligence, and application security.

Key benefits

 • Single, multi-solution approach for easily expanding customer services   

 • Secure customer data management with multi-tenancy as a core principle 

 • Streamlined workflows for superior operational efficiency 

 • Simple, competitive MSSP pricing

 • Single Rapid7 support experience across the portfolio 

 • Exclusive access and inputs on MSSP product roadmap

 

Expand customer capabilities with leading solutions

Whether you’re a managed service provider (MSP) with emerging security workflows 
or a mature MSSP with an established way of working, you can expect competitive 
pricing on critical solution offerings.

InsightIDR: Detection and response

Cut through the noise with a cloud-native solution that leverages an advanced 
detections library to stop attackers in their tracks. Plus, extended detection and 
response (XDR) capabilities enable complete coverage of modern environments 
with 360° attack-surface visibility. With InsightIDR’s unparalleled ability to proactively 
thwart threats, time-to-value has never been so fast.   

SOLUTION BRIEF
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InsightVM: Vulnerability management

Leverage InsightVM’s leading vulnerability risk management (VRM) technology to 
enable comprehensive asset discovery, cloud configuration, container assessment, 
reporting, and more. No need to spend hours manually prioritizing vulnerabilities; 
IVM’s Real Risk Score assesses and prioritizes risk for you. End-customers can 
couple this with Metasploit’s penetration testing workflows to gather attacker 
information and prioritize leading attack vectors for remediation. 

InsightCloudSec: Cloud security

Get rich insight into every layer of customers’ multi-cloud environment. Leverage 
InsightCloudSec to accelerate mean time to respond (MTTR), fix compliance drift 
with no-code automation, and prioritize remediation efforts on the highest risks 
to customer organizations – in 60 seconds or less. 

Threat Command: Threat intelligence

Turn intelligence into action with faster detection and automated alert response 
across customer environments. Threat Command also accelerates processes 
in more than one way: An intuitive dashboard provides greater visibility into a 
customer’s digital footprint to help achieve more effective digital risk protection 
and drive greater ROI. 

InsightAppSec: Application security

Enable greater customer efficiency by pushing security earlier into application 
workflows, as well as reducing dev-team red tape with self-service attack replays 
and fix-validation. Collaboration and scale – for you and your customers – should 
go hand-in-hand when managing security assessments and tracking compliance 
events with InsightAppSec. 

PRODUCTS
Cloud Security
XDR & SIEM
Threat Intelligence
Vulnerability Risk Management

Application Security
Orchestration & Automation
Managed Services

To learn more or start a free trial, visit: https://www.rapid7.com/try/insight/

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Call +1.866.380.8113
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BECOME A PARTNER

https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightcloudsec/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightidr/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/threat-command/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightvm/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightappsec/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightconnect/
https://www.rapid7.com/services/managed-services/
https://www.rapid7.com/
https://www.rapid7.com/trial/insight/
https://www.rapid7.com/partners/mssp-partner-program/

